
Microsoft SQL Server 2016 

The following features define this version: 

Stretch Database 

The stretch database adopted by this version allows you to store most of your recent 
data files in your local storage but move the older files into the Microsoft Azure Cloud. 
The feature allows you to present your data files as a single data store while in the 
background, you can segregate active older files. As such, the storage and back up 
costs are cut massively. Furthermore, the speed to access live data is boosted 
significantly. 

Basic Availability Groups 

This allows you to have a single primary and single replica database. The feature is 
solely available in the standard edition of this version and is a replacement of database 
Mirroring technology. 

Distributed Availability Groups 

You can have availability groups defined on two different windows clusters with this 
version. Such enables you’re the available groups to exist in both the production 
environment as well as your disaster recovery (DR) environment. 

However, if either of the environments is disrupted, internal availability groups will not 
be affected. 

Query Store 

Before you decide to create a custom solution over a new query plan, you can compare 
the differences between past query plans. This version's server stores your query plans 
and runtime statistics for future reference. As such, performance troubleshooting is 
faster and much more manageable.  

Live Query Statistics 

You can now witness the execution plan of a query active on the system, unlike in the 
past where you had to view only the estimated execution plan. Furthermore, no more 
waiting for a long-running query to finish to see the execution plan. 

In-memory OLTP 

In-memory OLTP was introduced in the previous version, but significant improvements 
were made in the same for this version. To reduce IO usage, the ALTER TABLE was 
updated, minimizing the number of log writers. Such ensure stats are updated 
automated. Several DDL and DML commands were added such as null values, foreign 
keys and DML triggers.  
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Changes in SQL Server Tools 

Two main changes were made to the Server tools: 

• SSSM is no longer part of SQL Server install media 

• Install media is a standalone tool that can be downloaded individually from Microsoft. 

Changes to TempDB 

With older versions, you had to manually add TempDB to your database, but this 
version gives you some TempDB configuration settings through which you can 
configure several TempDB files when installing your SQL. 

Always Encrypted 

This SQL Server will always keep your sensitive data encrypted to prevent unwarranted 
access. Data safety is a major highlight of this version. 

JSON Support 

SQL 2016 comes with the ability to read JavaScript Object Notation (JSON) file format. 
It can further load such files in the table and support index properties in JSON columns.  

Since JSON is NVARCHAR enabled, you enjoy the following benefits: 

• Data migration is easy 

• You can fetch data for JSON from SQL Servers. 

Dynamic Data Masking 

This feature also hides your sensitive data to prevent unauthorized access.  

Microsoft SQL Server 2014 

In this version, Microsoft wanted to sort out the OLTP problems. They attempted to fix 
slow disk performance, slow log performance, among other issues. Here are the 
features that make this version stand out from the rest: 

In-Memory OLTP 

The In-Memory OLTP (Hekaton) allows you to move individual tables to unique in-
memory structures. This increases the performance since the entire database is not 
placed in the main memory. Furthermore, you can convert existing stored procedures 
into in-memory procedures too. 

Managed Backup to Azure 

This feature automatically backs up your database to ensure you don’t lose data when 
your system fails. As you work on your workload, the system analyzes it, and if it 



determines that you have made significant changes, it goes ahead to back up the work 
to Azure.  

This feature, however, only works with Azure blob storage. 

Azure VMs FOR Availability Replicas 

The SQL Server 2014 can define group replica in azure storage hence brings it on to 
make up for a manually failing replica. As such, whenever you fail manually, the replica 
ensures you are back and running. You can create an Azure VM in a location of your 
choice. 

ColumnStore 

Using column store indexes, the query speed has been boosted significantly. A new 
batch mode has been incorporated that improves CPU utilization through some steps 
such as:  

• A better parallelism 

• Highly efficient and effective algorithms 

• Taking advantage of cache structures 

• Minimizing instructions per row 

Permissions 

New SQL permissions have been added: 

• CONNECT ANY DATABASE; allows connection for current and future databases. 

• IMPERSONATE ANY LOGIN; allows the middle-tier process to impersonate the 
logins of a client as it connects to a database. 

• SELECT ALL USERS SECURABLES; allows you to view data in the allowed 
databases. 

• ALTER ANY DATABASE EVENT SESSION; allows a role to read all metadata. 

Microsoft Power BI 

A power query allows you to search and access data files from all across multiple sites. 
Furthermore, you can analyze these data accordingly; clean, transform, and shape or 
merge and combine. 

The purpose of these servers might be identical, but the effectiveness and efficiency 
with which each accomplishes such differ extensively. The features that each flaunts 
gives each an edge in the market but it is clear that the more recent a version is, the 
better it is. As such, the 2019 version is the best. 

 


